The energy you need

Renewability
Empowering you and
your business

Efficient Solutions. Heating. Hot Water

Training
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Renewability

exclusively from Glow-worm

The future of energy has truly arrived…
With constantly increasing fossil fuel costs, new Government legislation and our natural concern for the environment,
this growing sector is now worth £12.5 billion in the UK alone. It’s an industry that currently supports 110,000 jobs which is estimated to rise to 400,000 by 2020 and the Government is committed to meeting 2020 climate change targets.
But it’s not just the Government that’s behind the renewables revolution - a recent ‘Friends of the Earth’ survey showed
that 85% of the British public wish to see an increased use of clean energy.
The advantages of renewables are clear: From using local resources to reducing dependence on non-renewable
energy, helping keep air clean, helping reduce carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases, and saving money.
In fact, over a third of all UK emissions are generated in the home - so renewable energy has a crucial role to play.

Our knowledge + your expertise = winning combination

That’s why Glow-worm has become such a pioneering force within the renewables industry. We’re bringing all our
experience and expertise (not to mention a significant investment) to create Renewability, our programme to help guide
you into the renewables sector with full confidence. How? By offering the right products and, importantly, the right
support throughout.
Above all, we’re totally focused on being the easiest, smartest and most practical partner for renewables installers
- helping you to innovate and improve your own business to become part of this thriving sector.
Together, we can help make a serious difference.

“Renewable energy not only provides us with clean
and secure energy that cuts our reliance on imported
fossil fuels - it generates billions of pounds of investment
and is a key growth sector for the UK economy.”
Gregory Barker
Minister of State for Climate Change

Service

Loyalty

clubenergy
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The benefits of specialist training
We’ll give you the knowledge to enhance your business…
In the exciting new world of renewable technologies, expertise is the key to success.
That’s why we’re making renewables training for our installers such a priority. With our professional guidance you’ll
soon develop the skills - and ultimately the capability - to take your business into the thriving renewables sector,
an industry already estimated to be worth around £12.5 billion.
Training has always been a priority to us which is why we already offer installers relevant, practical, industryleading training courses for both traditional heating products and renewable technologies. In fact, we train thousands of
professionals each year - keeping them fully updated on the latest technological advances and industry regulations.
Our state-of-the-art Centres of Excellence are located throughout the UK delivering straightforward and pragmatic
training by fully qualified professionals in a relaxed, informal environment. Full reference materials and technical data
sheets are provided. As is lunch and refreshments throughout the day to keep you going.
Courses are specifically tailored to the needs of different types of installers and include business development hints
and tips, industry news and legislation, system design support, heat loss calculations and much more…
We understand how busy installers are, so most of our free product courses take just a day to complete. We also
offer some great discounts on accredited training such as BPEC and MCS through our award winning loyalty scheme,
Club Energy.
To find out more about renewable technologies, please visit one of our fantastic centres to see how easy it is to join
renewability and develop your business.

Choose a Centre of Excellence nearest you:
Training centres
Scotland (Eurocentral)

Coming soon...
Training centres

Elland (Near Leeds)
Belper (Near Derby)

Dublin

Cambridge

Belfast

Maidstone

Berkshire

Bristol
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Clearly Solar product training (1 day)
Provides a full introduction to Clearly Solar product
offering and is designed for those installers who wish to
further their knowledge in Solar domestic hot water.
BPEC Solar Domestic Hot Water (3 day)
Designed for new and existing solar DHW Installers
to meet the current competency requirements of the
Microgeneration Certification Scheme (MCS).
BPEC Solar Domestic Hot Water Defined Scope (3 day)

Covers the same content as the standard Solar DHW
course but is aimed at those who want the knowledge and
understanding but do not carry out installation work.

Clearly Hybrid and Clearly Heat Pumps
training (1 day)

Offers specialist training in both of these exciting products
- for those looking to expand their knowledge of one of the
industry’s most rapidly developing product markets.

Clearly Heat Recovery product training

(1 day)
This one day mechanical ventilation with heat recovery
course is an introduction to the Clearly Heat Recovery
range.

BPEC Heat Pump Installer
training course (2 days)

Covers both Ground Source Heat Pumps (GSHP) & Air
Source Heat Pumps (ASHP) and is designed to provide
installers with the knowledge required to correctly install
heat pumps.

MCS Accreditation Support Course

(online & telephone support)
Provided by Easy MCS, the UK’s leading provider of
installer MCS training and support, to give installers
a helping hand in becoming MCS certificated for solar
thermal or air to water heat pumps. MCS certification is
expected to be necessary for applying for government
funding and renewable incentive programmes such
as RHI.

How to book a training course
To find out more information about our Renewables training courses, or to
make a booking contact us via the Glow-worm website by email or by phone

By Web:
www.renew-ability.co.uk

By email:
training@glow-worm.co.uk

or scan this QR code

By Phone:
Training: 01773 596156

www.renew-ability.co.uk
Designed to empower you and your business
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The reassurance of expert service
We give you the support you need to move into
Renewables with confidence...
As you know, service means everything to us here at Glow-worm so you can be reassured that you’re in safe hands with us.
When it comes to renewable technologies, we’re taking our concept of exceptional service even
further - by creating a new Renewable Technology Division. Fully F-Gas and MCS accredited, our
dedicated team of 10 specialist engineers is the most qualified team currently supporting any
manufacturer in the UK. They’re also backed up by a fully trained call centre to assist you
whenever you’re installing Glow-worm products.

Glow-worm Renewable
Technology Division

With this significant investment, we’re now confident that we lead the way in renewable knowledge and expertise.
It’s also an investment in our relationship with ambitious installers like you. Because it means you’ll gain the
confidence and capability to move into renewables and expand your own business opportunities.
Of course, we’ll also support you and your customers throughout the installation process. From assisted on-site
commissioning for your first system to on-the-job technical advice from accredited engineers and assistance with final
handover. When complemented with support from a telephone technical helpline, and help with customer information,
you can be assured of industry-leading service excellence.
Whether offering complementary solutions for oil, boiler-level service or a professional design team, our support and
back-up is simply the best in the market - with no additional cost to your business.
That means complete peace of mind for you and your customers.

Expert support from start to finish
As well as providing straightforward renewables systems with easy ordering and totally flexible delivery, Glow-worm
supports you from the beginning of your design process through installation right to the end of the product life. From
design, technical help, extensive training courses and specialist onsite support to a nationwide after sales and spares
network, Glow-worm provide you with expert help and friendly support whenever you need it.

Always within reach, always there for you
After Sales Service:

Technical Support & Advice:

Design Service:

Literature:

(Renewables)

(Renewables)

01773 828 100

01773 828 300

Spare Parts:

Head Office:

(Boilers)

(Boilers)

08447 361 143

08447 361 143

0116 239 2393
01773 596 090

www.renew-ability.co.uk
Designed to empower you and your business
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01773 596 105
01773 824 639

Top-class service
System design

Online and mobile information

Our expert systems technologies team will also provide
planning and on site support for the most unique and
challenging of renewables projects.

Spares

Good designs are incredibly important if you are going
to get the highest level of efficiency and pay back from
a renewables system. Our award winning expert design
service is completely tailored to suit your individual
site requirements. Using the latest state of the art CAD
technology we provide high quality designs supported by
full indemnity cover.

Straightforward delivery

Glow-worm will deliver your renewables system anywhere
you want, be it direct to site or to your local trade counter
where you placed your order.
To ensure the site is ready to accept the delivery, we will
call when we are 1 hour away from the delivery destination
and will arrive with all the correct lifting equipment to
ensure that the product is safely transferred to site - life
couldn’t be easier.

If you require standard technical advice information
such as installation manuals, visit our website
at www.renew-ability.co.uk where you will find
comprehensive technical information, solutions to
common installation, problems and advice on energy
saving. You can also download the Glow-worm Plumbing
Toolbox application to access the information wherever
you are. Turn to pages 8 & 9 to find out more!

Glow-worm has a network of dedicated approved spare
part distributors in over 680 outlets across the UK.
Each stockist has been approved by us and commits to
hold the majority of Glow-worm spares requirements at
any one time; otherwise it’s only a call away!

Full local support

Our nationwide sales team provide installers and
specifiers with support and partnership from beginning
to end.

Assisted commissioning*

Service engineers will visit the installation, and support
you through the first system commissioning, helping
with the final stages and handover of the installation
as needed.
*A charge may apply for this service
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Loyalty brings its own rewards
We offer you the tools you need to develop and
manage your business…
We never take our relationships with installers like you for granted.
Because we believe that developing strong business partnerships with loyal installers ensures that your business
will grow - alongside ours. It’s a philosophy that means we continually listen to your feedback and develop offers
to meet your needs.
Club Energy, our award winning installer loyalty programme, is designed to support your business with an extensive
range of exclusive member benefits that’ll also make your working life easier. Not only does Club Energy reward you for
every eligible boiler and renewables product you buy - it also offers member benefits you won’t find elsewhere.

Enhancing Your Business
•
•
•
•
•

New customer leads direct from home owners
Free product training on our range of boiler and renewable products
Discounted and free accredited training such as BPEC, G3 and MCS (through Easy MCS)
Priority technical hotline provides Glow-worm expertise, whenever you need us
Business development tools including your own business website, professional advert and flyer
designs, professional quote generation and service reminder tools, and exclusive offers

Everyday Rewards (redeemable at an extensive range of retailers)

Cash rewards for all Glow-worm boiler and renewable products which can be spent on a full range of goods and
services through the Club Energy website, including:
• A range of high street and retailer vouchers, including Love2Shop vouchers
• Sports equipment
• Items for your business and home
• Magazine subscriptions
• Family breaks, experiences and days out
Or if you prefer, you can always claim the rewards back as cheques for you to use to help develop your business!
As a member you will also receive exclusive branded merchandise.

Staying ahead of the game

• Latest Glow-worm news including technical bulletins
• Industry news & legislative changes
• Quarterly Club Energy newsletter

Other benefits

• Free extended guarantees
• VIP trips to see our facilities and meet the team
• Luxury UK & foreign reward trips

clubenergy

If you would like to become a member of Club Energy
please contact us on:
Club Energy hotline: 0845 275 7018
Club Energy website: http://glow-wormclubenergy.co.uk
Club Energy email address: renewability@glow-wormclubenergy.co.uk
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Our industry-leading smart phone app
Discover the simple way to make your life easier and work
smarter - as well as easily receiving everyday rewards - with
Glow-worm’s Plumbing Toolbox app.
Using Glow-worm’s Plumbing Toolbox, you will get
exclusive rewards and business development tools
instantly on your smart phone to achieve a simpler, more
efficient working life.
Plumbing Toolbox was developed with our installers to
ensure we provide a full suite of tools within just one
singular app, and is ready to use at all times - whenever
and wherever - especially when working on installations
at customers’ homes.
The result is a user-friendly app to make your installation
business more responsive, efficient and professional.
Plumbing Toolbox Top 10 benefits:

Never miss another new sales lead

Some rather nifty gadgets

From a unit converter to a calculator (accessible without
leaving the app) and even a handy torch, these gadgets
offer practical ways to help you on the job.

Read all about it

Available at a glance: Summary info for our products,
from accessories to full-system components for both
boilers and renewables.

Fix that fault

Exclusive to Plumbing Toolbox is the boiler fault finder
diagnostic tool – delivering instant identification of faults
with quick and easy references for all products. So you can
diagnose the problem in seconds.

Keep in touch

The app ensures immediate contact with us here at
Glow-worm – so you can stay connected throughout the
working day.

Get customer requests as they happen. As soon as a
homeowner contacts the Glow-worm website to request
a visit, you’ll receive an update (including their name,
contact details and directions). So you can respond
immediately.

Heard the latest?

Find a local merchant instantly

Need to update or enhance your professional skills?
You can request training through the app.

No more wild goose chases - the app’s merchant locator
will point you in the right direction for any supplies you
need. And, of course, you’ll get accurate directions too.

Receive all the latest news as it happens, including
exclusive Glow-worm technical bulletins.

Stay in the loop

Glow-worm’s Plumbing Toolbox: Make life easier
and work smarter.

Just scan it; instant product rewards
and free warranty registration
All Glow-worm products can have their barcodes scanned
upon installation for you to claim your member rewards.
Scanning barcodes will save you time and eliminate
potential errors. You can also complete your free extended
warranties within seconds from your phone at the same
time to send through to customers/landlords.

Manuals & leaflets - on demand

Almost 100 complete installation manuals available as
PDF documents (AirPrint-compatible on iPhone) plus user
guides and consumer sales literature to instantly impress
your customers.

Scan the QR code
to download the app

Our innovative renewables products
We offer a simple and robust product range allowing you to
move into Renewables with confidence…
Clearly Heat Pumps

The Clearly Heat Pumps range utilises the next generation in renewable energy technology. The Heat Pump system
offers high performance central heating and domestic hot water solution for a wide range of properties, combining
a number of Glow-worm’s system components to create a new high performance solution which provides superior
efficient heating all year round. Plus carbon savings of over 40%*.

Key Features
•
•
•
•
•

5, 7, 12 and 14kW output models available
Straightforward range of air to water heat pump systems for high-performance central heating and domestic hot water
Can deliver significant carbon savings and helps achieve level 4 of Code for Sustainable Homes
Ultra-quiet operation
Can be used in conjunction with the wireless Climapro2 RF handheld programmable room thermostat

* When replacing an older standard efficiency boiler.
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Clearly Hybrid

Clearly Hybrid is the UK’s first hybrid renewable domestic heating and hot water system which uses advanced controls
to select the most cost effective method of heating at any time.
The award winning Clearly Hybrid system combines the use of a Glow-worm air to water heat pump with almost any
other heat source, such as gas, LPG, oil, or biomass boilers* creating a great retrofit solution. The heating system
automatically selects when to use low carbon renewable energy from the heat pump or traditional energy from the High
Efficiency boiler, to always deliver cost effective heating and hot water.

Key benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5, 7, 12 and 14kW output models available
Automatically chooses the most efficient fuel source - cost effective operation and lower carbon footprint
One complete package: heat pump, hydraulic module and control - easy to install and commission
Use with any new Glow-worm High Efficiency boiler: combi, system and regular heat only models**
Complete system with clear and simple operating controls
Can achieve over 40% carbon savings*
Can reduce energy bills by over 30%*
Suitable for most domestic properties
Great for retrofit heating system upgrade
Provides peace of mind against uncertainty of LPG/oil supply in winter

*When Clearly Hybrid system is used to replace a standard efficiency boiler
**Regular Heat Only boilers will need to be converted to a sealed system

Glow-worm Clearly Heat Pump
Hydraulic Module

Systempro

Wireless outdoor sensor

Any new or incumbent High
Efficiency combi or system
boiler (including LPG or Oil)
(Such as Ultracom₂)

Climapro₂ RF

Highly Commended Product Invention of the Year - National Heat Pump Awards 2011
Winner of Green Invention of the Year - Renewable Awards 2011
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Clearly Solar

Clearly Solar is a renewable energy system designed specifically for use on UK homes, and has everything you need
in a flat plate solar thermal solution. It delivers 50-60% of domestic hot water every year. During summer, it can be
as high as 100%.
Clearly Solar is fully compatible with all new and existing regular heat only and
sealed system boilers (including the complete Glow-worm range) or immersion
heaters in non-gas areas. The solar panels are made from anodised aluminium
which makes them hard wearing, robust and very subtle, neatly fitting into or
onto the roof. Alternatively, Clearly Solar can also be installed on A-frames
which are extremely easy to construct and site on a flat roof or in
a garden.
For added flexibility, we provide a range of Clearly Solar heating systems
accessories. This includes a variety of fixing brackets to suit all types of
roof tiles including concrete, slate and clay peg and tools including,
harnesses, carrying handles and filling pump.

Key Features
•
•
•
•
•
•

Robust, hard-wearing and high performance
Solar hot water systems have excellent levels of efficiency
Sleek and subtle design
Solar panels are easy to install
Works all year round
Solar power helps to reduce harmful effects on the
environment
• Can be installed on roof, in roof and on ‘A’ frame

Flurocyl2 Twin Coil Cylinders - For renewable
heating systems

Glow-worm’s Flurocyl2 cylinder has one coil which heats water using
power from a boiler and a second coil which heats water using energy
from a solar panel. Glow-worm Flurocyl2 cylinders are fully compatible
with any regular heat only or sealed system boiler and fit easily in any
standard airing cupboard.
Special construction of the coils inside the cylinder ensures that the
top 2/3 of the cylinder is heated first enabling high volumes of hot
water to be delivered on demand, and the thermostatic mixing valve
mixes cold water into the solar heated water to achieve the required
temperature for safe water usage.
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Clearly Heat Recovery
Straightforward Mechanical Ventilation with Heat Recovery system
With new building regulations enforcing the need for air purity through ventilation in the home, Mechanical
Ventilation with Heat Recovery offers a simple and straightforward whole house solution, suitable for a wide variety
of domestic dwellings.
Clearly Heat Recovery is a single unit, lightweight, whole house solution, capable of recovering up to 85% of the
wasted energy in the home, ideal for medium to larger sized new build properties. The system can be used as part of
a whole house climate solution and will integrate with a High Efficiency domestic boiler and our other renewables
solutions, providing an energy efficient and cost-effective advanced home comfort system.

Key Features
•
•
•
•
•

2 units available medium (HRD 275) or large (HRD 350)
Aluminium heat exchanger
Lightweight at 42 & 47kg
Extracts from kitchen and up to 7 further ‘wet’ rooms
2 years parts and labour warranty as standard

Notes
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Notes
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Glow-worm
Nottingham Road
Belper
Derbyshire
DE56 1JT
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01773 824 639
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